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ABSTRACT. The treatment of the extra-core particle in the semi-rigid model of nu- 
oleus, in a core plus one particle system, in a sense justifies the form of the interaction haiml- 
Ionian used, in such cases, by A. Bolir in his oolleotive model of nucleus. ,
I
IN T R O D U C T IO N  ^
In  the collective model of nuoleuB (A. Bohr, 1952) one takes the i^eractioii 
between a particle and the core, in a core plus one particle system, to be confined 
only on the surface, the interaction being represented by
42
=  -  kS(r -  a,, r\ (6, <j>) ... ( 1)
#*--x
and as such the extra-core particle experiences no force when it goes within the 
nucleus. In  this short note we have tried to find the order of magnitude of the 
force experienced by the extra-core particle when it goes within the liquid core, 
and to derive it wo have followed a semi-rigid model for the whole system i.(l 
the rigid body motion of the extra-core particle and irrotational motion of the 
core. Classically the problem reduces to one of a small rigid sphere within a 
large volume of pulsating liquid of almost sperical shape and to seek an irrotational 
motion of the liquid consistent with the boundary conditions. We have found 
th a t the force experienced by the small sphere is derivable from a potential func­
tion and has exactly the form of an anisotropic harmonic-oscillator. We liavc 
also calculated the angular momentum and the magnetic moment of the system 
with the presence of the sphere within the nuclear fluid, and obtained a few 
correction terms in both cases over and above what A. Bohr (1952) has obtained 
for the same.
1. D E R I V A T I O N  O F  T H E  I N T E R A C T I O N  
Let the equation of the surface defining the boundary of the nucleus be given by
a  ®
F  ^  B - B ,  { i  +  +  X !  ® ... (2)
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The condition a t the boundary of the surface is
331
dt dr r d$ ' r sin d d<f (3)
where u, v, w are the components of velocity in polar co-ordinates and the left 
hand side of (3) is evaluated at the surface given by (2).
Let us assume th a t the velocity potential at any point is given by
(0,0)
M—2
(4)
Then substituting for v, w in (3). by those calculated from (4), it is easily seen 
that the first order solution of the resulting equation is
A/i — — 1 OL^n 
2
<!> — (5)
Now if a small sphere of radius 8 is introduced within the fluid then the velocity 
potential given by (5) will bo changed.
To facilitate the calculation of drag on this small sphere we change the 
origin to the centre of the sphere, without changing the direction of axes. Let 
{a, 6, c) or 0^, <j)p) be the co-ordinates of the sphere refeired to old system, 
iuid let {r', 6', (j>') be the co-ordinate of any point in the new system which was 
(r, 0, 0) in the old system. Then equation (5) reduces to
* ”
X
A ,- (6)
where
Af.' =  r , ^  <j>^) (V )
and is given by
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The additional condition to be satisfied by the new velocity potential <[>
I
dr' Ir =  velocity of the sphere in th a t direction
So we take $  in the form *
\ r'^l \ r 'v  Jria
3^ 1
+  P2 ^  (^ ',56') ( 10)
By (9) and (10) one easily obtains D, E  and B,i,.
To calculate the thrust experienced by the sphere we use Bernoulli’s equation
dt 2 ( 1 1 )
where p is the density of the fluid, g, p  are the velocity and the pressure at any 
point. In  our case is of the order ^ , where A  is the mass number of the
nucleus. So retaining terms of the order ^  and neglecting all higher order
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ierms, it is easily seen, th a t the force experienced by the small sphere due to the 
pressure and velocity distribution given by (11) and (10) respectively, is derivable 
from a potential function and the dominant terms are given by
2/J+40- . . .  (12)
where M, (T are the mass and the density of the small sphere and the potential is 
measured from the surface of the micleus. I t  is easily seen th a t the hamiltonian 
of the core will not change (up to the order of approximation wo are concerned 
with) from th a t of A. Bohr (1952) who calculated the same with a velocity potential
which is the same as our unperturbed ^  given by (5). Therefore up t o ^  order
iioouracy wo may say that the potential energy of the particle at (r, 0, <f>) within 
the nucleus, referred to its value at the surface, duo to the surface oscillation is 
given by
j 2
■ i^nt (<9, 0) ... (13)
where cii =  Wa of A. Bohr (1952). This is to be compared with
the interaction hamiltonian (1) of A. Bohr. The matrix element of K  in (1) has 
heon estimated (A. Bohr (1953)) to be of the order of 40Mev, whereas the cor- 
roLsponding t^rm in case of our interaction comes out to be of the order of 2 Mev 
(taking cr c=- p; M  — mass of a proton). So it turns out th at the classical value 
of the interaction strength is too small compared to what is required emperically. 
Tho empirical way of defining the core-to-particle interaction only a t the surface 
(if it serves some purpose) is then perhaps justified, so far as the present model 
is concerned.
2. A N G U L A R  M O M E N T U M
We calculate the angular momentum using the formula (A. Bohr (1952)).
m ^ l p { r X v ) d r  ... (14)
'vith V =  — grad ... (15)
We write this as
tn =  i ,/i +  correction terms
2
(16)
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where the first term in (16) is the same as th a t obtained by A. Bohr (1952) and the 
other leading terms are of the form
1 I 2
II' —1
2  3(2^+1) I t l 2 \ l t l  L \ l  t I 2 \ l t  I L  \ 2f( siK
 ^V''>(2^+1) 0 0)\0 0 0/ \m ii' 8 s+m/^P ^
m‘^ -2 ^ ]
where! ^ \ the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient < j j  jg Wg | ofWig Vfh f
Condon and Shortloy (1963), fjcirp, S) is some function of fp and S, and D =  
Magnetic moment is given by, (in the notation of ^/.Feenberg 1955)
< v  j  k; I I  j mg I \fj k ; I  / >
where j ,  k, I  are the total angular momentum of the extra-core particle, core and 
the nucleus respectively, v is the phonon number. For the nuclei with j  — 7, 
and ill case of one phonon excitation the contribution from the correction term 
becomes
„ /  /  2 ^  I  \ l l L l \ l t l 2 \ i t l  L \ ^ l t l 2 \
 ^ \ / _ i  1 j - . \ ]  U - i  0  / - i / \ o  0  oHd o'ono 0  o) \o 1 il
£■■1 2*=£—1
X U {\IIL -. Il){2 t+ l)  hiXp.8)
where I is the orbital angular momentum of the extra-core nucleon, F  is a cons­
tan t of the order i ,  U is the {/-coefficient of Jahn  (1952), and in this expression
we have replaced the m atrix element of Vp by its average value. I t  is seen from 
this expression th a t for j  =  I  =  1J2 the correction term does not contribute any­
thing to the magnetic moment, and for all other I  there is a non-zero contribution.
B ut as the factor F  is of the order it turns out th a t the contribution affects
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only the second place in decimals, and as such the results of A. Bohr (1952, 1963) 
remain practically unchanged. I t  can also be verified th a t the results of quadru- 
polo moments of A. Bohr also remain practically unaltered, if our form of inter­
action is superimposed on the kind of surface interaction used by him. So it 
may be concluded by saying th at the semi-rigid model of nucleus does not affect 
the results of A. Bolir, so far as the points which we have investigated here are 
concerned.
N.B. I t  should be noted th at the semi-rigid model of nucleus th a t we have 
used here is a bit idealisation of the same proposed by Moszkuwski (1956).
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